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2019/March Braindump2go TK0-201 Exam Dumps with PDF and VCE New Updated Today! Following are some new TK0-201
Exam Questions:1.|2019 Latest TK0-201 Exam Dumps (PDF & VCE) Instant
Download:https://www.braindump2go.com/tk0-201.html2.|2019 Latest TK0-201 Exam Questions & Answers Instant
Download:https://drive.google.com/drive/folders/1ffyBT8H-6p69lDvSrbrfNKXhghZqVRzr?usp=sharingNew QuestionAfter the
first week of a two week training class, the instructor notices that there are four learners in Group A that are motivated and doing a
great job in with the material. In Group B the entire group seems to be moving slow and not very successful with the material.
Which of the following can the instructor do to continue the class?A. Offer more assistance to Group Band give Group A an
extended breakB. Offer Group B incentives if they can keep up with Group A's workC. Combine both groups together and let
them work on the material.D. Switch some of the individuals from Group A to Group BAnswer: DNew QuestionThe learners in a
class have limited knowledge and experience with the material being presented. The instructor wants to ensure the learners are
paying close attention. Which of the following will accomplish this task?A. Use closed-ended questions to not intimidate any of
the learners.B. Use interesting questions to make the material significant.C. Tell them that their performance will be reported at
the end of the session.D. Change the course to all labs so learners stay focused.Answer: BNew QuestionThe instructor noticed that
a discussion was getting oft track and out of control. Which of the following question types can help the instructor gain control of
the discussion?A. OpenB. ClarifyingC. ClosedD. ProbingAnswer: CNew QuestionThe MOST important key to setting
motivational goals for the classroom is to set the goal:A. So it is just out of reach of all the learners.B. So it is reasonably
achievable by everybody.C. Low enough that everyone succeeds.D. So only the best can achieve it.Answer: BNew Question
Which of the following is the MOST important issue to consider when identifying the target audience for a training program?A.
Potential gains in participant productivityB. How much the program will costC. The knowledge and skill of the participantsD.
The type of incentive to provide for completing the trainingAnswer: ANew QuestionAn instructor is delivering a live distance
learning class and is informed that some of the learner's computers do not have sound cards. Which of the following should the
instructor do in the future to ensure that the learners will have the ability to hear all lectures?A. Make the class technology
requirements available for the learners before the class.B. Buy inexpensive sound cards and headphones and ship them to the
learners' locations before the class starts.C. Pre-write the speaking portion of the presentation. Use the chat function in the virtual
classroom, copying and pasting in relevant sections as they are demonstrated on-screen.D. Pre-record the speaking portions of the
presentation and make them downloadable from the virtual classroom.Answer: ANew QuestionAn instructor is previewing the class
materials for a course. The instructor notices that a method to monitor learner progress is not included with the course materials.
Which of the following should the instructor do NEXT?A. Administer a survey following the course to gauge learner
understanding.B. Encourage learners to enroll in a subsequent class to reinforce all of the material covered.C. Immediately
consult the client to determine why a method to monitor learner progress was not included.D. Develop appropriate questions to be
included during the course to monitor the progress of all learners.Answer: DNew QuestionAn instructor has just covered a
particularly difficult topic in class. To ensure that the learners understand the material which kind of questioning would be most
helpful?A. Higher orderB. ClarifyingC. HypotheticalD. Closed-endedAnswer: BNew QuestionThroughout the delivery of a
five day class the instructor noticed many improvements that need to be made to the course curriculum. Which of the following is
the BEST course of action?A. Wait for the updated curriculum from the regularly scheduled developer review.B. Make revisions
and changes to the existing materials and activities so the materials will be more effective for subsequent courses.C. Report
recommended revisions and changes to existing materials, and make suggestions for new programs and activities as appropriate.D.
Inform the developer each time an improvement needs to be made so the change can be implemented immediatelyAnswer: CNew
QuestionAn instructor is preparing to deliver a course in leadership effectiveness. One of the exercises causes a concern. The
instructor has conducted this type of exercise before and it generally has poor results. The BEST option for the instructor is to:A.
Schedule a brief meeting with the development team to understand the purpose of the exercise.B. Meet with the development team
to provide feedback on past experiences,C. Conduct the class and skip the exercise entirely.D. Modify the exercise to one the
instructor likes better.Answer: BNew QuestionAn instructor is preparing to teach in a virtual classroom with twenty-five learners.
Ten of the learners, all from the same location, report that they cannot login to the virtual classroom. Which of the following is the
MOST likely cause?A. Anti-virus software is blocking the virtual classroom connection.B. The learner's computers cannot
handle the virtual classroom.C. Firewall issues at the instructor's location.D. Firewall issues at the learners' location.Answer: D
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